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1) Free

Abstract. To identify the parameters which are of prime importance both for mental and social life, it seems
prospective to proceed from the measurements of correlation between different parameters. Typical example of
such identification is 'principal component analysis, based on expert scores put to various sets of objects (and/or
subjects). In the given investigation such an approach was used to measure the 'neural force' of creative persons.
Though the concept of 'neural force' is well known, it was 'renewed' due to theoretical studies in the framework of
the systemic-informational approach.
The raw material for the investigation consisted of 16 parameters of 102 eminent composers of the 17th – 20th
centuries (both West-European and Russian). Inter-parametric links permitted to introduce the 'index of neural force'
for each creative personality, i.e., his/her inclination either to 'weak' or 'strong' pole, basing on only three parameters.
Most results obtained are statistically significan at the level better than 1%.
Keywords: psychology, systemic-information approach, neural typology, music, creativity, composers, expert
estimations, principal component analysis, indices.

1. The concept of ‘neural force’
Recently a new standpoint appeared concerning the information processing realized by human
beings, in particular when creative activity and
perceptual one (see, e.g., [1, 2]). The zest of the
new typology of human behavior, is rooted in the
value of the subject’s maximal value of the resource
mobilization, meaning both the force of nervous
processes and usual physical force. As a result,
the change of environmental conditions may cause
quite different reactions: for ‘strong’ subjects the
increasing of the environmental entropy causes the
growth of activity and its effectiveness, whereas
weak subjects show decreasing diversity of activity
and its diminishing effectiveness. Such a typology
known from the Ancient time, now experiences
the ‘second breathing’ due to achievements of the
systemic-informational approach [3]. Every person
can be ascribed to one of these two poles – or to a
certain intermediate degree between them – with
various rather fruitful consequences, both psychological and social.
“In artistic creativity, the difference between
‘weak’ type and ‘strong’ one is nothing else than
the distinction between artistic temperaments.
Weak type is characterized by low diversity of reactions: laconic, restrained features, stingy expressive means, inclination to small forms, attention to
details, preference for nuances, ‘transparence’ of
art language, and so forth. On the contrary, strong
type is marked with violent colors, wealth of ex292

pressive means, preference for contrasts, ‘dense
ecriture,’ inclination to large forms. <…> Of
course, this difference in temperaments is inherent
also to recipients, and it determines their reactions
to works of art. Thus, for a recipient of a ‘strong’
type, creativity of an artist of ‘weak’ type, may
cause the state of monotony, i.e., it seems to be too
curt, dull, and languor. On the contrary, a recipient
of ‘weak’ type reacts on works of a ‘strong’ artist
by the state of the strain, irritation, impression of
being too sham, rough, devoid of taste” [2, p. 49].
Such are conclusions of a theoretical analysis
which deduces these regularities proceeding from
the ‘principle of the information maximum.’ So,
hopefully it is possible to identify and to measure
some features of both contrastive types in works
of art? Let’s demonstrate this possibility on an
example of musical creativity.

2. First source of empirical data: their
principal component analysis
We are lucky: at our disposal there are two sets
of empirical data, both being ‘by-products’ of a
large-scale investigation focused on hemispheric
aspect of artistic creativity [4]. Both sources proceeded from calibrated expert estimations (from
8 to 18 experts for each composer), aimed at
measuring the degree of left- or right-hemispheric
prevalence inherent in the creativity of eminent
composers, both West-European and Russian (from

Rameau to Skryabin).
The first source dealt with 16 parameters, proposed by a group of experts (both psychologists
and musicologists). Each parameter had a form
of a binary opposition (see Table 1), between two
poles of which there were 6 intermediate gradations. After compiling this list of parameters, a set
of eminent composers to be estimated over these
scales, was also compiled. [This set contained
names of 20 suggested ‘contrastive composers’:
10 belonging to left-hemispheric dominance and
10 to right-hemispheric one.] Then another group
of experts (musicologists) was involved, each of
them being asked to put his/her estimate to the
creativity of each composer. Then all the estimations obtained were processed by various methods
(see, e.g., [4]), out of which the most interesting
for us, is the principal component analysis. Some
of its results are presented in Table 1: loadings of

each parameter onto the first two factors.
The two factors mentioned cover 65% and
14% of the total dispersion. [In general, five factors were received, but each of other three factors
covered quite small share of total dispersion (less
than 7%), hence, they may be excluded from our
further consideration.] The first factor responding
to ‘hemispheric asymmetry,’ was examined in detail previously [5]. The second factor which was
previously interpreted as ‘strain’ [4, pp. 114-116],
possibly now can be called the ‘nervous force’?
It possesses high loadings of such parameters as
‘Optimism,’ ‘Program character of music,’ ‘Preference for upper and middle registers,’ ‘Inclination
to small forms,’ and ‘Rhythmic simplicity.’ At least
some of these parameters are ‘suspected’ to reflect
the above requirements for the ‘nervous force,’ and
later we shall return to this point.
Figure 1 presents two-dimensional configura-

Table 1. List of 16 musical parameters and their loadings onto the first and second factors
Parameter (opposition)
a) Inclination to normative work –
Tendency towards originality : ..904; – .211
b) Optimism, cheerfulness – Tragic worldview:
.727; .428
c) Rationality – Intuitiveness: .874; .009
d) Timbre homogeneity – Plenty of timbres, halftones, nuances: ..911; –..204
e) Strict form – Free form: ..954; –.192
f) Program character of music – Non-program
character : – .493; ..524
g) Graphic character of music – Picturesqueness,
coloristic character : .806; – .359
h) Discreteness of musical text – Unbroken, continuous
music: .793; .175
i)
Prevalence of middle and upper registers –
Substantial role of lower register: .717; .606
k) Diatonic inclination – Numerous modulations,
alterations : .861; .068
l) Strict logic of unfolding – Spontaneity, improvisation:
.930; – .263
m) Preference for small forms – Preference for large forms:
.301; .737
n) Feeling of waiting for future – Feeling of existing
in present: – .825; – .415
o) Rhythmic simplicity – Rhythmic complexity:
.608; – .520
p) Clearness of musical structure –
Hidden musical structure: .944; – .077
q) Crystallized form – Process-oriented form:
.932; .241

Loadings onto:
The first factor The second factor
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tion – the result of principal component analysis
which used averaged estimations put by all experts to creativity of 20 eminent composers, over
the above 16 parameters. [Here out of the above
mentioned preliminary list of 20 ‘contrastive composers’: left-hemispherical and right-hemispherical
ones – only 14 composers are shown – those which
occurred, on the basis of several arguments, really
‘the most contrastive.’]

less, the hierarchies of our 14 composers over the
first factor and the second one, do not evidence of
any dependence: Spearman coefficient equals .01.
[Besides, real importance of the parameters used
in the investigation, for subjects’ perception, was
supported by means of several methods, including
an experiment on integral preferences – estimations
of 20 composers by 42 subjects, processed by nonmetric multidimensional unfolding, - see [4, pp.
116-123.] So, let’s turn to concrete constituents of
the factor of ‘nervous force’ in question.

3. Second source of empirical data:
internal links and indices of
‘neural force’

Figure 1 Principal component analysis: twodimensional configuration of 14 composers.

Considering the first factor (horizontal axis),
we see two ‘clouds’ designated by dotted lines:
the cloud of 7 left-hemispheric composers and the
‘cloud’ of 7 right-hemispheric ones; they show no
overlapping, possessing different positions along
the axis of this factor. As for composers’ positions
along the second factor (vertical axis), they will
be considered below, together with the analysis
of the second source of empirical data.
What are the relationships between these two
factors? The hierarchies of the loadings of 16
parameters upon the above two factors (see Table
1), reveal Spearman coefficient of rank correlation:
about .71 – significant at the level better than 1%.
It means that in reality both factors are not independent, certain overlapping of their constituents
takes place. (It seems to be natural: the links between the parameters are caused by their origin –
all of them are by-products of the investigation
aimed at the hemispherical features.) Neverthe294

The very identification of the second factor as
the combination of the above features each of them
possessing large loadings, is not quite evident.
Moreover, in general, there may exist some other
parameters which would occur more adequate for
the factor of ‘nervous force’ (so further search for
such indicators is desirable). However, even those
parameters which are now at our disposal, can
hopefully be used for our measurements?
At least some of the parameters possessing high
loadings onto the axis of the second factor, seem
to be immediately connected with the concept
of ‘neural force.’ Really, as it was shown in our
previous studies, strain causes decreasing of the
volume of perception, which in turn, would result
in preference for small forms. At the same time,
strain is associated with higher sounds, i.e., with the
preference for upper register. So the second factor
can serve a ‘generalization’ of these two indicators.
Possibly, other constituents of this factor are also
connected with each other and hence, they can also
serve as indicators of the phenomenon in question?
To answer this question, it seems prospective
to resort to the help of more expanded sources of
empirical data. Exactly such is the second source
which is at our disposal – data over 7 ‘most important’ parameters of 102 composers, involved in a
large evolutionary investigation [4, pp. 133-135].
Some of our parameters ’suspected’ to be linked
with each other, occurred included in this massif. So we can examine their mutual links. To do
this, we divided all composers into sub-massifs,
in accordance with appropriate national musical
schools.
Table 2 presents an example of such sub-massifs
– three parameters of 16 composers representing

French music. They occur tightly correlated with
each other:
– Spearman coefficient of rank correlation between the composers’ hierarchies over parameters
(b) and (g) equals .51 (significant at 5%-level);
– between parameters (b) and (i) equals .80
(better than 1%-level);
– between parameters (g) and (i) equals .78
(better than 1%).
Analogous tight inter-parametrical links, as a
rule, were observed on the material of other submassifs. Thus, for 27 Russian composers, the above
coefficients were respectively .09; .51, and .61,
last two values being significant at the level better
than 1%. The above 14 contrastive composers considered in the previous section, also showed rather
high coefficients: .53; .83, and .55, respectively.
In addition, correlations of these composers’ parameters with the values of the second factor were
–.53; .04, and –.59, respectively. (It is necessary to
remind: the negative value of the coefficient means
that the parameter examined, is decreasing when
growing the factor.) So, the totality of the links
observed, evidences in favor of ‘mutual attraction’
of the features which form a kind of ‘stable alloys’
with inclination either to ‘weak’ or ‘strong’ pole.
Hence, on the basis of the set of such ‘interwoven’ parameters, the INDEX OF THE NEURAL
FORCE can be introduced. And of course, the more
the number of parameters involved in appropriate
aggregating – the more would be the exactness of

the resulting index. Thus, if we use two parameters:
(b) and (i), – the link between their average values
for the above 14 composers, and their values of the
second factor, is characterized by rank correlation
about –.59 – significant at 5%-level. But when
resorting to the help of three parameters: (b), (i),
and (g), – then by averaging absolute values of
these three parameters for the same 14 composers,
we fix more tight connection between the indices
of these composers’ and their coordinates along
the second factor – Spearman coefficient becomes
–.83 – significant at the level much better than 1%.
[Nota-bene: while such calculations, it is necessary
to take into account the direction of the correlation,
i.e., the sign of the loading of each parameter. Thus,
the parameter (g) possesses negative loading onto
the axis of this factor (see Table 1), hence, the
values of this parameter for each composer, should
be obtained by subtracting the values in the Table,
from the unity.]
So, aggregating three parameters provides
rather reliable method to measure the ‘index of neural force’ of each composer. And we do see some
results of appropriate measurements at Figure 1,
where the values of the indices of 14 composers are
presented in brackets. Really, at the upper part of
the configuration we see a cloud of composers possessing low values of the index: .50 and less; they
are encircled by an unbroken line: Tchaikovsky,
Berlioz, I.S.Bach, and others. These composers
belong to the ‘weak pole’ of the neural force. On

Table 2. Data for calculating inter-parametric links: sub-massif of 16 French
composers and their three parameters – b, g, and i
Composer

Parameters

Berlioz
Bizet
Varaiz
Gounod
Debussy
Couperin
Lulli
Martinou
Massnait
Messian
Miyot
Onegger
Poulink
Ravel
Rameau
Sain-Saens

.19; .06; .07
.78; .11; .33
.50; .17; .20
.75; .50; .50
.76; .00; .40
1.00; .89; 1,00
1.00; .88; .88
.67; .33; .50
.63; . 37; .71
.38; .13; .13
.63; .38; .57
.25; .63; .37
.86; 43; .86
.44; .11; .33
1.00; .92; .91
.75; .25; .75

Parameter (g):

Parameter (i):

.06
.11
.17
.50
.00
.89
.88
.33
.37
.13
.38
.63
.43
.11
.92
.25

.07
.33
.20
.50
.40
1.00
.88
.50
.71
.13
.57
.37
.86
.33
.91
.75
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the contrary, at the lower part of the configuration there is another cloud also encircled by an
unbroken line; these ‘lower’ composers possess
high values of the index: more than .50 (except
Schumann – his index is .49). These composers
belong to the ‘strong pole’: Debussy, Stravinsky,
Skryabin, etc. Hence, the ‘index of neural force’
can be easily measured for each composer – by
averaging values of only three parameters.

4. Conclusion
At least two conclusions can be made on the
basis of our consideration. Firstly, rather important
is the phenomenon of mutual attraction of various
factors, their inclination to one of the poles: weak
or strong. Secondly, the belonging to one of these
poles, may occur substantial for the evolution of
cultural systems and social ones: perhaps, the
alteration of dominating contrastive types takes
place?
Similar measurements are prospective for
various investigations, including social ones: e.g.,
sometimes dominating of ‘strong type’ may be
indicative of the menace in international relations.
As well, in everyday life, it would be desirable to
orient the activity (e.g., in the sphere of design)
onto quite definite type of consumers. In any case,
further investigations in this direction seem to be
rather prospective.
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ИЗМЕРЕНИЯ, ОСНОВАННЫЕ НА КОРРЕЛЯЦИЯХ:
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1) Свободные

Резюме. При идентификации параметров, имеющих первостепенное значение для ментальной и социальной
жизни, представляется перспективным исходить из измерения корреляции между различными свойствами.
Типичным примеров подобной идентификации является факторный анализ, основанный на экспертных
оценках, проставляемых набору различных объектов (или субъектов). В данном исследовании такой подход
использован для измерения «нервной силы» творческих личностей. Хотя концепция «нервной силы» давно
известна, она «оживлена» благодаря теоретическим исследованиям в рамках системно-информационного
подхода.
В качестве «исходного сырья» для эмпирического исследования выступали 16 параметров творчества
102 известных композиторов XVII – XX вв. (западноевропейских и русских). Межпараметрические связи
позволили ввести «индекс нервной силы» для каждой творческой личности, т.е. степень ее тяготения к
«сильному» либо «слабому» полюсу – на основе лишь трех измеренных параметров. Большинство полученных
результатов статистически значимы на уровне лучше 1%-го.
Ключевые слова: психология, системно-информационный подход, нервная типология, музыка, творчество,
композиторы, экспертные оценки, метод главных компонент, индексы.
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Резюме: При идентификацията на параметрите, имащи първостепенно значение за менталния и социалния
живот, ни се струва перспективно да изхождаме от измерването на корелацията на различните свойства.
Типичен пример на подобна идентификация е факторният анализ, основан на експертни оценки, предоставяни
от различни обекти (или субекти). В даденото изследване такъв подход е използван за измерване на “нервната
сила” на творческите личности. Макар концепцията за “нервната сила” да е отдавна известна, тя е “съживена”
благодарение на теоретичните изследвания в рамките на системно-информационния подход.
Като “изходна суровина” за емпиричните изследвания са взети 16 параметри в творчеството на 102
известни композитори от XVII – XX век (западноевропейски и руски). Междупараметричните връзки дават
възможност да се въведе “индекс на нервната сила” за всяка творческа личност, т.е. степента на нейното
приближаване към “силния” или “слабия” полюс, на основата само на три измерени параметри. По-голямата
част от получените резултати са статистически значими на ниво над 1%.
Ключови думи: психология, системно-информационен подход, нервна типология, музика, творчество,
композитори, експертни оценки, метод на главните компоненти, индекси.
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